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Tests for correlations between sample size and taxonomic relative abundance are commonly used in zooarchaeological
analyses to determine whether observed trends in relative abundance might simply be the result of sampling error.
Monte Carlo simulations designed to evaluate the utility of this method indicate that it is inadequate as a means of
detecting errors resulting from the incorporation of small samples in an analysis. Among simulated sets of sample
assemblages, significant correlatoins between sample size and relative abundance are distributed randomly with respect
to whether or not Type II errors concerning trends in relative abundance are present, and are underrepresented in cases
in which Type I errors are present. This is because the conditions that are most conducive to correlations between
sample size and relative abundance are quite diﬀerent from the conditions that will lead to erroneous conclusions about
the presence or absence of a trend in relative abundance. An alternative chi-square-based statistical method for
evaluating trends in sample relative abundance, Cochran’s test of linear trend, results in lower rates of both Type I and
Type II errors than is the case with previously used correlation-based methods.
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Q

uantitative analyses of temporal and spatial
trends in taxonomic relative abundance have
become common in zooarchaeological treatments of issues relating to subsistence and
palaeoecology (e.g. Szuter & Bayham, 1989; Grayson,
1991; Szuter, 1991; Broughton, 1994a, b, 1997, 1999;
Janetski, 1997; Quirt-Booth & Cruz-Uribe, 1997).
Admirably, many who have performed this sort of
analysis have recognized that it is important to consider the sizes of the samples that are used and have
attempted to show that observed trends in relative
abundance are not simply artefacts of sampling but are
truly present in the populations being sampled. The
most common method by which this has been done
involves evaluating whether a significant correlation
exists between the sizes of samples and the relative
abundance values observed in those samples. This
approach (hereafter, the ‘‘sample size correlation
method’’) was introduced by Grayson (1984: 116–130;
1989), and has recently seen increasing use (e.g.,
Broughton, 1994a, b, 1997, 1999; Janetski, 1997;
Grayson & Cannon, 1999).
The use of this method is based on two related
assumptions: (1) that the presence of a significant
correlation between sample size and relative abundance suggests that sample size may be responsible for
an observed trend in relative abundance; and (2) that

the absence of such a correlation indicates that variability in observed relative abundance values is independent of variability in sample size. Both of these
assumptions, however, are problematic.
The second assumption provides an insuﬃcient basis
for concluding that sample sizes are adequate in an
analysis of trends in relative abundance. There may be
no correlation between sample size and relative abundance among a set of sample assemblages, but samples
may still be too small to allow much confidence in the
inference that relative abundance truly varies among
the populations that are being sampled (Cannon,
2000). The first assumption rests on an incomplete
understanding of the relationship between the relative
abundance values observed in a set of samples and
the sizes of those samples (Grayson, 1984: 126–127).
Exploring this relationship in greater detail is the
purpose of this paper.
Using sets of sample assemblages drawn from hypothetical sets of population assemblages through the
technique of Monte Carlo simulation, I show that
correlations between sample size and relative abundance are not useful as an indicator of sample sizerelated problems in analyses of trends in relative
abundance. Among these simulated sets of sample
assemblages, significant correlations between sample
size and relative abundance are distributed randomly
with respect to whether or not Type II errors concerning trends in relative abundance are present, and are
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underrepresented in cases in which Type I errors
are present. This is because the circumstances that are
most conducive to correlations between sample size
and relative abundance are quite diﬀerent from the
circumstances that are most likely to lead to erroneous
conclusions about the presence or absence of a trend
in relative abundance. I conclude by discussing an
alternative chi-square-based statistical method for
evaluating trends in sample relative abundance that
can be shown to result in lower rates of both Type I
and Type II errors than occur with previously used
correlation-based methods.

Evaluation of the Sample Size Correlation
Method through Monte Carlo Simulation
The most useful way in which to think about the
problem at hand is in terms of hypothesis testing. In
analyses of trends in archaeofaunal relative abundance
there is often an explicit hypothesis that is being
evaluated; for instance, that the relative abundance of
large mammals shows a decline through time, perhaps
ultimately due to increasing rates of harvest by humans
(e.g., Szuter & Bayham, 1989; Broughton, 1994a, b,
1999; Janetski, 1997; Cannon, 2000; see also Grayson
& Cannon, 1999). The assemblages that are used to test
such an hypothesis, of course, should be treated as
samples drawn from one or more population assemblages (e.g., Leonard, 1997), and there are two kinds of
errors that are possible in this sort of test: (1) concluding that a trend in relative abundance is present among
population assemblages when in fact one is not (Type I
error); and (2) concluding that no trend in relative
abundance is present among population assemblages
when in fact one is (Type II error).
The sample size correlation method has been
employed in analyses of trends in relative abundance
primarily as a means of determining whether a Type I
error might be present; that is, it has been used to
evaluate whether an observed trend in relative abundance might be nothing more than an artefact of
sampling. In this paper, I test the utility of the method
in this regard, as well as its utility for detecting
Type II errors, through the technique of Monte Carlo
simulation.
Simulation methodology
Monte Carlo simulation is used here to generate a large
number of sets of sample assemblages drawn randomly
from several sets of population assemblages. These sets
of simulated sample assemblages can then be used to
explore the conditions under which trends in relative
abundance are more or less likely to be correctly
identified, and the conditions under which correlations
between sample size and relative abundance are more
or less likely to occur.
Figure 1 presents a schematic representation of the
way in which the simulations discussed here were

carried out. Five distinct population assemblages were
used. These were ordered along an arbitrary scale of 1
through 5, which might be thought of as a time scale
with 1 being the oldest assemblage and 5 the youngest.
Two variables were manipulated: the proportion of the
taxon of interest in each population assemblage* and
the size of the sample assemblage that was drawn from
each population assemblage. Population size was 200
specimens for each of the five population assemblages.
Four sets of assemblage population proportions, or
‘‘Population Sets’’, were employed (Table 1). The first
two (Population Sets 1 and 2) both display declining
linear trends in relative abundance, while the second
two (Population Sets 3 and 4) both consist of assemblages that do not vary at all in relative abundance. In
addition, within both the ‘‘declining trend’’ and the
‘‘no trend’’ pairs of Population Sets, the assemblages in
the first Population Set have higher relative abundances than do the assemblages in the second Population Set. In the analysis that follows, the ‘‘no trend’’
Population Sets will be used to assess the utility of the
sample size correlation method for detecting Type I
errors in analyses of trends in relative abundance, and
the ‘‘declining trend’’ Population Sets will be used to
assess its utility for detecting Type II errors.
To generate sets of sample assemblages, 20 ‘‘Sample
Size Sets’’ were created (Table 2). For each Sample Size
Set, five sample sizes were drawn randomly from an
array containing the values 10, 50, 100, 150, and 190
(reflecting the sampling percentages 5, 25, 50, 75, and
95%, respectively), and these sample sizes were
assigned to the positions 1 through 5 in the order in
which they were drawn. To ensure that adequate
variability in sample size would be present in each
Sample Size Set, the method used to draw sample sizes
would not allow any single value to be chosen more
than twice.
Each of these 20 Sample Size Sets was then combined with each of the four Population Sets to comprise a simulation run, for a total of 80 runs. Each run
entailed drawing a random sample of the specified size
from each of the five population assemblages 100
times. Individual samples were drawn without replacement, although the same ‘‘specimens’’ might be drawn
multiple times in subsequent samples within a run. The
100 sample cases within each of the 80 simulation runs
thus each consist of five sample assemblages ordered
along the arbitrary 1–5 ‘‘time’’ scale. Each of the five
sample assemblages within each sample case possesses
its own sample size, which is the same for all of the 100
sample assemblages of a given scale position in a given
run. Each of the five sample assemblages in each
*The results discussed here apply equally to the proportions of single
taxa in assemblages composed of many taxa and to measures of the
abundance of one taxon relative to another one like the ‘‘Artiodactyl
Index’’ (e.g. Szuter & Bayham, 1989). For the latter, however, the
relevant populations and samples consist only of the numbers of
specimens of the two taxa that are incorporated into the index, rather
than the total number of specimens of all of the taxa that might be
present.
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Position

Population
assemblages
(N = 200 for each)

(1) Draw sample

Sample
assemblages

1

2

3

4

5

0.60

0.55

0.50

0.45

0.40

N = 10

N = 150

N = 10

N = 190

N = 50

0.40

0.53

0.60

0.44

0.44

(2) Calculate Spearman's rho between
sample assemblage relative abundance
and position (rs(trend)) and between
sample assemblage relative abundance
and sample size (rs(sample size))

rs(trend) = 0.15, P = 0.40
rs(sample size) = 0.00, P = 1.00

(3) Repeat 100 times for each combination
of population sets and sample size sets
Figure 1. Schematic of the simulations used to evaluate the sample size correlation method for assessing sample size adequacy. The population
assemblage relative abundance values in this example (the numbers inside the population assemblage boxes) are from Population Set 1, and the
sample size values are from Sample Size Set 1. Sample relative abundance values (the numbers inside the sample assemblage boxes) and
Spearman’s rho results are those observed in the first sample case from the simulation run that used Population Set 1 and Sample Size Set 1.

sample case also possesses its own relative abundance
value, but this value varies for a given position between
sample cases within a run because the random samples
drawn from each population assemblage will vary from
one sample case to the next.
Finally, Spearman’s rank order correlation coefficients (Spearman’s rho) were calculated between
sample assemblage relative abundance value and position in the time scale, and between sample assemblage
relative abundance and sample size, for each of the
100 sample cases within each of the 80 runs. These
Spearman’s rho measurements will be the focus of my
analysis here. Correlation coeﬃcients between sample
relative abundance and sample size are, of course,
the means by which sample size adequacy has been
Table 1. Population proportions used in Monte Carlo simulations of
samples taken from sets of five ordered population assemblages
Population
set
1
2
3
4

Population assemblage proportion
1

2

3

4

5

0·60
0·20
0·50
0·10

0·55
0·15
0·50
0·10

0·50
0·10
0·50
0·10

0·45
0·05
0·50
0·10

0·40
0·01
0·50
0·10

evaluated in analyses that have employed the sample
size correlation method, and correlation coeﬃcients
between sample relative abundance and age are the
means that have been used to determine whether
temporal trends in taxonomic relative abundance are
present in these analyses (e.g., Grayson, 1984, 1989;
Broughton, 1994a, 1994b, 1997, 1999; Janetski, 1997;
Grayson & Cannon, 1999). I use Spearman’s rho
because numbers of identified specimens, and relative
abundance values derived from them, are best treated
as ordinal scale measures (Grayson, 1984).*
Type II errors
The simulations involving Population Sets 1 and 2, in
which declining trends in relative abundance are
present among the population assemblages, allow
evaluation of whether correlations between sample size
and relative abundance are useful for identifying the
presence of Type II errors in analyses of trends in
relative abundance. If sample size–relative abundance
correlations are indicative of Type II errors resulting
from the incorporation of small samples in such an
*The simulations presented in this paper were carried out through
simple programs written for the Stata statistical package (version
5·0). The code for these programs is available from the author upon
request.
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Table 2. Sample sizes used in Monte Carlo simulations of samples taken from sets of five ordered population assemblages
Sample
size set
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
a

1

2

3

4

5

Sample sizeposition
correlationa

10
190
50
50
150
150
50
100
50
50
150
190
150
10
100
10
190
10
100
150

150
10
150
10
10
50
10
10
150
150
50
50
100
100
190
150
50
10
10
10

10
10
190
50
100
10
190
190
100
190
50
50
150
10
150
50
50
150
50
100

190
50
50
100
150
190
150
50
150
50
190
100
50
100
50
100
150
50
190
100

50
150
10
150
100
150
150
190
10
150
100
190
190
50
10
150
150
190
150
150

0·410
0·051
0·462
0·821
0·053
0·308
0·564
0·410
0·205
0·211
0·154
0·158
0·205
0·316
0·700
0·564
0·105
0·872
0·600
0·158

Sample assemblage size

Mean
sample
size

Mean sample size
of assemblages
1 and 5

82
82
90
72
102
110
110
108
92
118
108
116
128
54
100
92
118
82
100
102

30
170
30
100
125
150
100
145
30
100
125
190
170
30
55
80
170
100
125
150

Spearman’s rho.

analysis, then they should occur most often in instances
in which sample assemblages fail to display trends in
relative abundance that are truly present in population
assemblages.
It can be shown quite clearly that this is not the case.
Table 3 is a contingency table in which the 4000
simulation sample cases that use Population Sets 1
and 2 are categorized according to whether or not
Spearman’s rho is significant at the P=0·05 level for
the relationship between sample size and sample relative abundance, and whether or not Spearman’s rho is
significant at the 0·05 level for the relationship between
sample relative abundance and position along the
‘‘time’’ scale.*† A chi-square test on this table suggests
that significant correlations between sample size and
relative abundance are distributed entirely randomly
with respect to the presence or absence of significant
declines in relative abundance (2 =0·14, P=0·71). In
*Since analyses of trends in relative abundance are usually
approached with specific hypotheses in mind about the direction that
those trends should take, one-tailed significance levels are the
appropriate ones to use. ‘‘Significant decline in relative abundance’’
in this paper thus means that Spearman’s rho is significant at the
one-tailed 0·05 level. For correlations between sample size and
relative abundance, on the other hand, there is generally no a priori
reason to think that the correlation should take one direction rather
than the other. Two-tailed significance levels are thus appropriate for
the analysis of this relationship, and ‘‘significant correlation between
sample size and relative abundance’’ in this paper means that
Spearman’s rho is significant at the two-tailed 0·05 level.
†No significant positive correlations between sample relative abundance and scale position—that is, significant increases in relative
abundance—were observed in sample cases from the simulations
involving Population Sets 1 and 2 in which the population
assemblages displayed declines in relative abundance.

other words, sample cases that correctly show significant declines in relative abundance are just as likely to
exhibit significant correlations between sample size and
relative abundance as are sample cases that incorrectly
fail to show significant declines in relative abundance.
This result also holds when the sample cases in Table 3
are grouped by Population Set (Population Set 1:
2 =1·10, P=0·29; Population Set 2: 2 =1·68, P=0·19).
Population Sets 1 and 2 can also be used to explore
the eﬀects that variability in mean population relative
abundance has on the probability that a Type II error
will occur in analyses of trends in relative abundance.
Table 4 categorizes sample cases by Population Set and
the presence or absence of a significant decline in
relative abundance, and Table 5 does the same for the
presence or absence of significant correlations between
sample size and relative abundance.
The first thing to notice is that many of the sample
cases fail to find declines in relative abundance that are
significant at the 0·05 level, even though such a trend is
present among the population assemblages; the Type II
error rate here is 29·5% overall (Table 4). Population
Set 2, however, in which the relative abundance of the
taxon of interest is much lower in all of the population
assemblages, contains many fewer cases that fail to find
this decline in relative abundance (18·9%, as opposed
to 40·1% for Population Set 1). A chi-square test
indicates that the diﬀerence between Population Sets
is highly significant (2 =215·2, P<0·01). This result is
most likely due to the eﬀects of the population proportion value on the standard error of sample proportion values. The standard error of a proportion
provides a measure of the probability that the relative
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Table 3. Cross-tabulation of the number of sample cases exhibiting
significant and non-significant trends in relative abundance, and significant and non-significant correlations between sample size and relative
abundance: samples from simulations with trends in population relative
abundance (Population Sets 1 and 2)

2 =0·14, P=0·71

Significant sample
size correlation

No significant
sample
size correlation

100

2721

39

1140

Significant decline in relative
abundance
No significant decline in
relative abundance

Table 4. Cross-tabulation of the number of sample cases exhibiting
significant and non-significant trends in relative abundance by Population Set: samples from simulations with trends in population relative
abundance (Population Sets 1 and 2)
2 =215·2, P<0·01
Significant decline in relative
abundance
No significant decline in relative
abundance

Population
Set 1

Population
Set 2

1199

1622

801

378

Table 5. Cross-tabulation of the number of sample cases exhibiting
significant and non-significant correlations between sample size and
relative abundance by Population Set: samples from simulations with
trends in population relative abundance (Population Sets 1 and 2)
2 =4·66, P=0·03
Significant sample size
correlation
No significant sample size
correlation

Population
Set 1

Population
Set 2

57

82

1943

1918

abundance value observed in any given sample will be
greatly diﬀerent from the true population value, and it
can be shown that standard error is lowest when the
proportion in the population being sampled equals 0 or
1 and highest when it equals 0·5 (e.g., Zar, 1996:
521–524). It may thus be possible to conclude that
Type II errors in analyses of trends in relative abundance will also be most common when the proportion
of the taxon of interest takes intermediate values in the
populations being sampled.*
*Population proportions larger than those of Population Set 1 were
not used in these simulations because the eﬀects of this variable will
be symmetrical around a value of 0·50. Population proportions of
0·80, 0·85, 0·90, 0·95, and 0·99, for example, would give the same
results as those for Population Set 2, because a population in which
80% of the specimens belong to ‘‘taxon A’’ is equivalent to one in
which 20% of the specimens are ‘‘not taxon A’’, etc.

Unlike failures to find significant declines in relative
abundance (Type II errors), significant correlations
between sample size and relative abundance are not at
all common among the Population Set 1 and 2 sample
cases, occurring in only 3·5% of them overall (Table 5).
However, they are slightly more common in Population Set 2 than in Population Set 1 (4·1% versus
2·9%), and this diﬀerence is significant at P=0·03
(2 =4·66). These results further call into question the
utility of the sample size correlation method as a means
of assessing sample size adequacy. First, significant
sample size correlations are more common in Population Set 2 than in Population Set 1, but Population
Set 1 is the one in which Type II errors are most
common. Second, significant correlations between
sample size and relative abundance occur far less often
in these sets of assemblages than do Type II errors,
suggesting that most Type II errors would go undetected by the sample size correlation method even if
there were an association between sample size–relative
abundance correlations and Type II errors.
To understand these results better, the factors
responsible for the presence or absence of significant
correlations between sample relative abundance and
both sample size and ‘‘time’’ scale position can be
explored further. It is reasonable to expect that sample
size is important in determining whether a significant
trend in relative abundance will be correctly identified
among a set of samples, and indeed this does seem to
be the main factor responsible for the occurrence
of significant correlations between sample relative
abundance and scale position. Figure 2(a) presents
the number of significant correlations between sample
relative abundance and scale position observed in each
of the 40 Population Set 1 and 2 simulation runs
(consisting of 100 sample cases each) plotted against
the mean of the five sample sizes used in each run (see
Table 2). Runs involving Sample Size Sets with larger
mean sample sizes do tend to contain more sample
cases in which significant declines in relative abundance were found, and failures to find significant
declines in relative abundance (Type II errors) are
more common when mean sample size is smaller. A
Spearman’s rank order correlation test indicates that
this relationship is highly significant, both for the two
Population Sets combined and for each one individually (combined: rs =0·55, P<0·01; Population Set 1:
rs =0·72, P<0·01; Population Set 2: rs =0·64, P<0·01).
Significant correlations between sample relative
abundance and sample size, on the other hand, are
more common in runs in which sample sizes are highly
correlated with time scale position. Figure 2(b)
presents the number of significant correlations between
sample size and relative abundance for each simulation
run plotted against the absolute value of Spearman’s
rho between sample size and scale position for each run
(see Table 2). The absolute value of this correlation
coeﬃcient is used because it is irrelevant whether
sample sizes increases or decreases with scale position.
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100
(a)

Significant trend correlations

90
80
70
60
50
40
30
40

60

80
100
Mean sample size

120

140

50

Significant sample size correlations

(b)
40

30

20

10

0
0.00
0.20
0.40
0.60
0.80
1.00
Sample size–position correlation (absolute value)
Figure 2. For the ‘‘declining trend’’ simulation runs involving Population Sets 1 ( ) and 2 ( ): (a) relationship between the number of
significant correlations between sample relative abundance and scale
position (‘‘significant trend correlations’’) per run and the mean of
the sample sizes used in each run; (b) relationship between the
number of significant sample size–relative abundance correlations
per run and the absolute value of the correlation between sample size
and scale position for each run.

Runs using Sample Size Sets in which sample size tends
either to increase or decrease with position along the
scale produce more significant correlations between
sample size and relative abundance. A Spearman’s
rank order correlation test indicates that this relationship is highly significant for the two Population Sets
combined, and slightly less so for each one individually
(combined: rs =0·40, P<0·01; Population Set 1: rs =
0·44, P=0·03; Population Set 2: rs =0·36, P=0·06).
The reason for this relationship should be obvious:
since relative abundance is correlated with scale

position in the population assemblages used in these
simulations, sample cases that pick up this trend will of
course show correlations between sample size and
relative abundance when sample size is also correlated
with scale position. Thus, when significant trends in
relative abundance are observed, the presence of a
significant correlation between sample size and sample
relative abundance may often indicate nothing more
than the presence of a correlation between sample size
and position in a temporal or spatial ordering, such as
might occur if sample sizes tend to increase or decrease
with depth in a stratified archaeological site. The
finding above that significant correlations between
sample size and relative abundance are no more common among individual sample cases that fail to find
significant trends in relative abundance than among
sample cases that do find such trends (Table 3) strongly
suggests, in fact, that a correlation between sample size
and relative abundance should not be taken as an
indicator of anything other than a correlation between
sample size and temporal or spatial scale position.
The most important point here, however, is that
significant sample size–relative abundance correlations
and Type II errors are most likely to be observed under
entirely diﬀerent conditions: Type II errors appear to
be largely a function of overall mean sampling percentage, whereas sample size–relative abundance correlations seem to occur primarily when sample size is
correlated with time scale position anyway. Since there
is no reason why overall mean sample size should be
related in any way to the degree of correlation between
sample size and scale position, it should not be surprising to find that there is no significant association
between the occurrence of sample size–relative abundance correlations and the occurrence of Type II
errors.
Type I errors
The sample size correlation method is usually used in
an attempt to avoid Type I errors, or concluding that a
trend is present among population assemblages when
in fact one is not. The simulations involving Population Sets 3 and 4, in which population assemblages
are all equal in relative abundance (Table 1), allow
evaluation of how useful the sample size correlation
method is at detecting this type of error.
In these simulations, finding a significant decline in
relative abundance, rather than failing to find one, is
what constitutes an error. I should note that I have
counted as Type I errors only those sample cases that
show declines in relative abundance, or negative correlations between sample relative abundance and scale
position, and have not included the approximately
equal number of sample cases that show significant
positive correlations between sample relative abundance and scale position. I have done this based on the
assumption that analyses of trends in relative abundance are most often approached with a specific
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Table 6. Cross-tabulation of the number of sample cases exhibiting
significant and non-significant trends in relative abundance by Population Set: samples from simulations in which population relative
abundance is equal in all assemblages (Population Sets 3 and 4)
2 =0·61, P=0·44
Significant decline in relative
abundance
No significant decline in relative
abundance

Population
Set 3

Population
Set 4
2 =2·53, P=0·11

81

91

1919

1909

Table 7. Cross-tabulation of the number of sample cases exhibiting
significant and non-significant correlations between sample size and
relative abundance by Population Set: samples from simulations in
which population relative abundance is equal in all assemblages
(Population Sets 3 and 4)
2 =0·05, P=0·83
Significant sample size correlation
No significant sample size correlation

Table 8. Cross-tabulation of the number of sample cases exhibiting
significant and non-significant trends in abundance and significant
and non-significant correlations between sample size and relative
abundance: samples from simulations in which population relative
abundance is equal in all assemblages (Population Sets 3 and 4)

Population
Set 3

Population
Set 4

187
1813

183
1817

hypothesis in mind about the direction that the trend
should take. When this is the case, of course, finding a
significant trend in the opposite direction of that
postulated by an hypothesis does not constitute a Type
I error from the standpoint of hypothesis testing.
Before turning to the issue of the utility of the
sample size correlation method for detecting Type I
errors in analyses of trends in relative abundance, it
should first be noted that, in contrast to the previous
set of simulations, overall mean population relative
abundance does not appear to have much of an eﬀect
on either the occurrence of Type I errors or the
occurrence of significant sample size–relative abundance correlations when there is no trend present
among population assemblages. Table 6 categorizes
the sample cases from these ‘‘no trend’’ simulations by
Population Set and by the presence or absence of a
significant decline in relative abundance (Type I errors), and Table 7 categorizes these sample cases by
Population Set and by the presence or absence of a
significant correlation between sample size and relative
abundance. The occurrence of both Type I errors and
significant sample size–relative abundance correlations
does not vary much between the two Population Sets,
and the results of chi-square tests are not significant for
either table (declines in relative abundance: 2 =0·61,
P=0·44; sample size–relative abundance correlations:
2 =0·05, P=0·83).
The ‘‘no trend’’ simulations do suggest, however,
just as the ‘‘declining trend’’ simulations did that the
presence or absence of a significant correlation between
sample size and sample relative abundance is not useful
as a measure of sample size adequacy. Table 8 is a

Significant decline in relative
abundance
No significant decline in relative
abundance

Significant
sample size
correlation

No significant
sample size
correlation

10

162

360

3468

contingency table that categorizes the 4000 sample
cases from the runs involving Population Sets 3 and 4
according to whether or not significant correlations
between sample size and sample relative abundance are
present, and whether or not significant negative correlations between sample relative abundance and scale
position (Type I errors) are present. If sample size–
relative abundance correlations do indicate the presence of Type I errors resulting from the inclusion of
small samples in an analysis, then they should be most
common among sample cases that incorrectly find
significant declines in relative abundance. A chi-square
test on the values in Table 8 gives a P-value of 0·11
(2 =2·53) for a test of the null hypothesis that the
distributions of significant sample size correlations and
significant declines in relative abundance are independent. When the sample cases in this table are grouped
by Population Set, the relationship is slightly more
significant for the Population Set 3 cases (2 =3·18,
P=0·07) and not significant for Population Set 4
(2 =0·24, P=0·62).
To the extent that a relationship does exist here,
though, the direction that it takes suggests that relying
solely on correlations between sample size and relative
abundance to assess sample size adequacy may actually
do more harm than good. That is, significant correlations between sample size and relative abundance
tend to occur less often in sample cases in which Type
I errors occur. Of the 172 cases in which Type I errors
occurred, only 10 of these also exhibited significant
correlations between sample size and relative abundance. Likewise, of the 370 cases in which significant
sample size–relative abundance correlations were
observed, only 10 of these were cases in which Type I
errors occurred.
Why should sample size–relative abundance correlations be less likely to occur in cases in which Type I
errors are present? The occurrence of a Type I error in
a test of an hypothesis about a trend in relative
abundance is determined largely by the samples at the
ends of the ordering of assemblages. For a trend in
relative abundance to be observed in sample assemblages when such a trend is not present in population
assemblages, it must be the case that the relative
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15
(a)

Significant trend correlations

abundance values observed in the samples towards one
end of the order be wrong in one direction and that the
values observed in the samples at the other end of the
order be wrong in the opposite direction. Since large
sampling errors in relative abundance are more likely
to occur when samples are small (that is, since the
standard error of sample relative abundance values is
larger for smaller samples; e.g., Zar, 1996: 521–524), it
is reasonable to expect that Type I errors will be more
likely to occur when the samples at both ends of an
ordering of assemblages are small.
Figure 3(a) shows that this is the case. This figure
displays the number of significant declines in sample
relative abundance per run of 100 sample cases plotted
against the mean size of the samples taken from the
assemblages in the 1st and 5th positions in each run
(see Table 2) for all 40 of the ‘‘no trend’’ simulation
runs. Spearman’s rho for this relationship is negative and highly significant for all runs combined
(rs = 0·68, P<0·01), as well as for each Population
Set individually (Population Set 3: rs = 0·77, P<0·01;
Population Set 4: rs = 0·60, P<0·01). Type I errors do
occur more often when the samples at the ends of the
ordering are smaller.
In cases in which a trend in sample relative abundance is observed, however, the occurrence of a correlation between sample size and relative abundance
requires that the samples towards one end of the trend
be small and that the samples towards the other end of
the trend be large. In other words, the problem of
identifying Type I errors requires that we pay particular attention to sets of sample assemblages that contain
small samples at both ends. A reliance solely on the
sample size–relative abundance correlation method,
though, virtually assures that the potentially most
problematic sets of assemblages will never be called
into question because sets of sample assemblages that
contain small samples at both ends are not those that
are most likely to produce significant correlations
between sample size and relative abundance when a
trend in relative abundance is also observed. This can
be seen in Figure 3(b), which plots the number of
significant sample size–relative abundance correlations
per run against the mean size of the 1st and 5th
position samples in each run for the Population Set 3
and 4 simulations. There is no relationship here
(rs = 0·08, P=0·32).
Finally, we can also consider the individual sample
cases in which significant sample size–relative abundance correlations and Type I errors co-occur (Table
8). All 10 of these cases come from simulation runs that
used a Sample Size Set for which the absolute value of
Spearman’s rho between sample size and position was
among the three highest (Table 2): two come from
Sample Size Set 4 (rs(sample size–position) =0·82), two
come from Sample Size Set 15 (rs(sample size–position) =
0·70), and six come from Sample Size Set 18
(rs(sample size–position) =0·87). These sample cases thus
seem to be the exceptions that prove the rule: signifi-
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Figure 3. For the ‘‘no trend’’ simulation runs involving Population
Sets 3 ( ) and 4 ( ): (a) relationship between the number of
significant correlations between sample relative abundance and scale
position (‘‘significant trend correlations’’) per run and the mean of
the sample sizes used for the 1st and 5th position assemblages in each
run; (b) relationship between the number of significant sample
size–relative abundance correlations per run and the mean of the
sample sizes used for the 1st and 5th position assemblages in each
run.

cant sample size–relative abundance correlations and
Type I errors are likely to co-occur only in instances in
which sample size is correlated with temporal or spatial
scale position anyway.
In summary, the sample size correlation method is
not useful as a means of detecting errors in tests of
hypotheses about trends in relative abundance among
a set of ordered samples, and a sole reliance on this
method may actually divert attention away from the
sets of samples that are potentially the most problematic. The Monte Carlo simulations discussed here
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suggest that there is no reason to expect a positive
association between the occurrence of significant
sample size–relative abundance correlations and the
occurrence of either Type I or Type II errors in
analyses of trends in relative abundance. This is
because each of these kinds of errors are most likely to
occur under conditions that are quite diﬀerent from
those that favour the occurrence of significant correlations between sample size and sample relative abundance. Fortunately, there is a better statistical method
available for evaluating trends in relative abundance.

Cochran’s Test of Linear Trend
The root of the problem with the sample size correlation method is that it is used in conjunction with a
method for evaluating trends in relative abundance
that does not directly take sample size into account.
Correlation coeﬃcients are calculated between some
measure of temporal or spatial variability and a
measure of relative abundance that is expressed only as
a proportion. Because relative abundance values are
expressed only as proportions, all information about
sample size is lost: it is not possible to tell from a
relative abundance value of 0·57, for example, how
many specimens were present in the sample assemblage
from which that value was derived. Thus, the only way
to address issues of sample size in analyses of this sort
is to draw on a method, like the sample size correlation
method, that is external to the test that is actually used
to assess the trend in relative abundance (i.e., the
correlation analysis between relative abundance and
position in the time or space scale).
There are, however, methods available for evaluating trends in relative abundance among sets of sample
assemblages that do take sample size into account
more directly. Elsewhere, I have suggested the use of
Cochran’s test of linear trend (Cannon, 2000). This test
is a form of chi-square analysis that partitions the total
chi-square value for a two-row contingency table into a
portion that is associated with a linear trend in relative
abundance and a portion that reflects departure from
that trend; the test can also be thought of as a form of
regression analysis in which relative abundance values
are weighted by sample size (e.g., Zar, 1996: 562–565).
Cochran’s test is sensitive to sample size in that the
chance of finding a significant trend in relative abundance declines as the sizes of the samples included in an
analysis decrease.
To contrast the performance of Cochran’s test with
that of the correlation method for evaluating trends in
relative abundance, this test was performed on a subset
of the sample cases generated in the simulations discussed above. Five sample cases were drawn from each
of the 100 sample cases in each of the 80 simulation
runs, resulting in a random 5% sample of all sample
cases stratified by run. This allows comparison of the
proportions of Type I and Type II errors that occur

Table 9. Cross-tabulation of the number of sample cases exhibiting
significant and non-significant trends in relative abundance by statistical test: samples from simulations with trends in population relative
abundance (Population Sets 1 and 2)

2 =49·5, P<0·01
Significant decline in relative
abundance
No significant decline in
relative abundance

Spearman’s
rank order
correlation test

Cochran’s test
of linear trend

2821

187

1179

13

Table 10. Cross-tabulation of the number of sample cases exhibiting
significant and non-significant trends in relative abundance by statistical test: samples from simulations in which population relative abundance is equal in all assemblages (Population Sets 3 and 4)

2 =8·97, P<0·01
Significant decline in relative
abundance
No significant decline in
relative abundance

Spearman’s
rank order
correlation test

Cochran’s test
of linear trend

172

0

3828

200

when Cochran’s test is used to evaluate a trend in
relative abundance with the proportions of these errors
that occur when Spearman’s rho is used.
For the simulation runs involving Population Sets 1
and 2, in which there is a decline in relative abundance
among the population assemblages, Cochran’s test of
linear trend fails to find a decline in relative abundance
that is significant at the 0·05 level in 6·5% of the sample
cases (Table 9). This is much lower than the 29·5%
Type II error rate that occurred when Spearman’s rho
was used to evaluate trends in relative abundance in
the preceding section, and the diﬀerence in Type II
error rates between the two tests is highly significant
(2 =49·5, P<0·01).*
The rate of Type I errors is also lower with the use of
Cochran’s test than with Spearman’s rho (Table 10).
Whereas Type I errors occurred in 4·3% of the sample
cases when Spearman’s rho was used to evaluate trends
in relative abundance, Cochran’s test found no declines
in relative abundance that were significant at the 0·05
level, and this diﬀerence between the two tests is
significant (2 =8·97, P<0·01). Of course, this result
should not be interpreted as indicating that Type I
errors will never occur when Cochran’s test is used.
*Interestingly, all 13 of the Type II errors that occurred using
Cochran’s test appeared in sample cases from runs involving
Population Set 1, in which mean population relative abundance was
higher than in Population Set 2. This is consistent with the finding
discussed above that Type II errors in analyses of trends in relative
abundance will be more likely to occur when the taxon of interest is
present in intermediate proportions in population assemblages
(Table 4).
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Rather, the important point is that, when evaluating
trends in relative abundance among the same set of
simulated sample cases, the use of Cochran’s test
results in lower rates of both Type I and Type II errors
than does the use of Spearman’s rho. And, as demonstrated in the preceding section, when Spearman’s rho
is used to evaluate a trend in relative abundance,
supplementing it by using the sample size correlation
method will do nothing to increase the probability that
a Type I or Type II error will be detected.

Discussion
The sample size correlation method for evaluating
sample size adequacy has been useful to the extent that
it has called attention to the issue of sample size in
zooarchaeological analyses of trends in relative abundance. The Monte Carlo simulations presented here,
however, indicate that it is not useful as a general
method for detecting errors in such analyses that are
the result of sample size eﬀects. The simulations suggest that the method will typically fail to find those sets
of sample assemblages that are potentially the most
problematic, and that it will often call into question
sets of sample assemblages that do truly reflect
underlying population trends.
The sample size correlation method has its roots
in methods that were designed to explore, and take
advantage of, relationships between sample size and
assemblage richness, or the number of taxa or artefact classes present (Grayson, 1984). In this realm,
correlation- and regression-based techniques for evaluating diﬀerences in richness between assemblages have
proven to be quite powerful (e.g., Grayson & Cole,
1998; Grayson & Delpech, 1998). The eﬀects of sample
size on relative abundance are diﬀerent from the eﬀects
of sample size on richness, however (e.g., McCartney &
Glass, 1990), and diﬀerent methods are necessary for
addressing potential sample size problems in analyses
of trends in relative abundance, as the simulation
results presented here have shown.
In addition to the chi-square-based test that I have
argued is superior to the previously used correlationbased methods, there exist alternative, or perhaps even
complementary, methods that might also be applied to
problems of this sort. These include incremental subsampling techniques, such as have been used by Lipo
et al. (1997) to assess sample size adequacy in regards
to assemblage richness in the context of frequency
seriation (see also Kintigh, 1984, 1989; McCartney &
Glass, 1990), and the Bayesian methods discussed by
Robertson (1999). Whichever method is chosen in any
particular analysis of temporal or spatial trends in
relative abundance, however, more detailed attention
should be given to the specific ways in which sample
size can cause errors in tests of hypotheses about such
trends. Only when this is done should it be concluded
that trends in archaeological data truly reflect changes

that occurred in the past, rather than simply the eﬀects
of archaeological sampling.
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